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11te purpose of the article is to examine the applicability of several well-known
theoretical concepts from the theory of coalition formation. The attempt to apply
the term winning coalition to the system of inter-Arab relations raises problems
which derive from the fuzzy boundaries or the system, from the toverei,n status
of the states Involved, and from dlfflculties in measuring the states' respective
weights. The attempt to apply coalition theories based on the Idea of policy dlatance
al10 proves unfruitful, since moat Inter-Arab coalitions are neither minimal ranKt nor
c/()ttd coalitions. Despite their dependency on the Ideas or wlnnln, coalition and
policy di1tances, howe�r, the concepll of piMt11/ partJ and ,wrmlulhle coalition
appear when revl1cd uppllcahle tu coalltluns In the Arab wnrld.
TI1e 11naly1b or coolillon formation In the Arah world reveal• tho exlttence of
three main type, of co111itltm1: (a) declaratli,e cru1/ltlon1: Ch) mm-winning coolftlmu:
and (c) minimal wl11nlng COtJlitlon1, which ten4 tt1 be prel'«'ntltt In nature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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The basis for the theories of coalition behaviorwas laid by von Neumann
and Morgenstern(1944). Almost twenty years passed before Gamson
(1961) and Riker (1962) applied the von Neumann-Morgensterntheorems
to testing and applicability of coalition formation theory to political
life, and especially to intra-state coalitions i~ parliamentary regimes.
Other scholars. including Taylor (197:!). Axelrod ( l 970), DeSwaan(l 970).
Dodd 0974), and }forgan (1976), have sin~e tried to improve the theory
of coalition forma1ionin light of their empirical findings,especially those
concerning parliamentary coalitions in mult~·panysystems.
The purpose of this article is to examine'.the extent to which theories
of coalition formation are applicable to the political life in the Arab
world, where "ddeat," as Clifford Geertz (1~71. p. _:51) put it, "is never
total, victory never complete, tension never ending. and all gains and
loss;sire merely marginal and temporary as winners fall out and losers
regro~ ... :· Such an examination might contribute to the analytical
efforts to search for systematic explanations for inter-Arabpolitical
beJ;itvior
.1
/ In the proceeding section, we examine the applicability 10 the Arab
world of the concept winning coalition, which emphasizesthe power
relations among participants. Section three focuses on the ''policy
distances" approach, which emphasizes the ideologicaldimension. In
section four, we discuss the applicability of the concepts ..pivotal party"
"permissible coalition." Finally, we present and discuss the impact
of inter-Arab relations of three basic types of coali1ionsthat derive from
our analysisand characterize Arab politics.

f/

2. THE "WINNINGCOALITION"APPROACH

The basic idea behind the concept of winning'.coalition.as formulated
by von Neumann and Morgenstern,concerns the problemsof making
decisions that will bind all the ac1ors when th~ number of a.::torsis
large. The approach assumes that both the number of actors involved in
decision-makingan.dtheir importance remain constant. or are at least
known in advance; that none of the actors enj9ys the ability to force
his will on other participants; and that the final decisioncan be measured
in terms of utility (Riker, 1962). It is assumed.that (a) the sum of the
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utilities to be divided amongst the panicipants in a political system is
.;onstant or at least known, and (b) the utility to be gained from the
final decision will be divided among the ac1ors participaring in the
decision-making.
These assumptions lead to the (almost) unavoidable conclusion thlt
in democratic political systems co:ili1ionsshould include a majority of
the :ictors. This majority should be kepi to a minimum in order to Jvoid
Jistribution of benefits to superfluous plrtners. Thus the emergenceof
su.:h terms as minimal winning coalition. (Riker. 1961); minimum si:e
coalition, (Gamson, 1961); and bc1Tgai11ing
proposition, (Leiserson. 19'.'0).
Examplesof coalitions which are not of the minimal winning type
Jbound. however: in Denmark and Italy. for example, minority coali·
rions have been supported by ..losingl.:tors:· This phenomenon Cln be
txplained by a concept termed pennissibility. to which we shall return
in the fourth section.
The attempt to apply the term "'winningcoalition" to relationships
;1mongcountries in general and among the Arab states in particular uises
three centril problems: the problem of interna1ionalsystem boundaries,
the problenaof state sovereignity,and the problem of assigningappropria1eweights to each of the respectivestates.
2.1 System Boundaries

Uncertainty regarding the number of ac1ors(that is to say, slates) par·
ticipating in coalitions among interna1ionalsystems complicates analysis
in terms of a "winning coalition.·· In contrast to national parliaments.
where the number and importance of the 3c1orsis known in advance,
it is relatively difficult to iden1ifypotential coalition partners at the
interna1ionallevel.
The inter-Arab system appears extraordinary in this respect. The
boundaries of the Arab·world are dearly defined by membership in the
Arab Leagu~.founded in 1945 on 1he basis of the common national.
ethnic, religiousand linguistic heriuge. The constitution of the Aub
league· quite explicitly defines not only the boundaries of the system
but also the ffieaning of the tenn winningcoalition, a meaning different
from that accepted in parliamentary regimes.Ar1icleSeven of the P:ic1
of the Leaguieof Arab States declares that "unanimous decisions of ihe
be binding upon aU member states of the League;majority
Council shaUi
decisionsshall be binding only upon 1hosestates which have accepted
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them. In either case the decisions of the Council shall ~e enforced in
each member state according to its respective basic laws." (Pact, 1959.)
Conveninga summit meeting formally requires a simple:majority of the.
league members, although in practice the agreement of the central
membersof the Leagueis necessary. .
Se\·erallimitations tend to blur the boundaries of the inter-Arab
system, howe,.-er.The first is the existence of several sub-systemswithin
the overall inter-Arab framework. Thus, despite the lack of a formal
framework distinguishingthem from the rest of the Arab world; the
~l:thgrebcountries dearly form a regional sub-system. 1J1econtinuing
struggle in the Spanish Sahara involved Mauritania, Mor?cco. Algeria
and Libya, while countries east of Libya did not becom!!involved.2
The large oil-exporting countries-Saudi Arabia, (raq, li~ya. Qatar and
Kuwait-represent a second sub•system. As members of the Arab Front
for Steadfastness and Confrontation States, founded folfowingSada(s
peace initiative in 1977. Libya, Algeria, Syria, the South:Yemen Republic and the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) represent yet a third
such sub-system. A winning coalition within one of these sub-systems
does not imply a winning coalition in the overall inter-Arab framework.
A second factor limiting the sharpness of inter-Arab boundaries in·
volvesArab countries which border non-Arab countries. The Shah of
Iran, for example, promised to assist several small Arab states in the
Persian Gulf against possible threats from Iraq. Syria andf Libya currently
support Iran in her present military conflict with Iraq. An even more
compellingexample of the role of non-Arab neighboring;states is the
movement of Israeli troops towards the common border of Syria. Jordan,
and Israel during the Syrian invasion of Jordan during September 1970.3
Israel's quasi-participationin the inter·Arab system, effec;ed through
troop movements, prevented a Syrian victory, despite he~ superior
strength.
.
,
The in\Ulvementof the USSR and the U.S. in the events in Yemen
during 1979 points to ,he third limitation in defining the. boundariesof
the inter-Arab system: the support of the superpowerso~tside the area
in different coalitionary combinations. France and Britai~. becauseof
their historical roots in the region, and the U.S. and USS;t. becauseof
their global interests. are the most important states invol~ in this
connection. Examplesof active involvement on the part df these states
are plentiful. Americantroops landed in Lebanon and Bri~ishtroops in
Jordan in 1958 (Safran. 1969), the British ruled over the)ordanian
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army under Gtubb until March 1954 (Vatikiotis, 1967; ~fishal, 1978)~
Russianpilots participated in air fights between Egypt and Israel during
the summer of 1970.4 More contemporary examples are France's supply
, of uranium to Iraq, despite Israel's protestations and, of course. the
recent developmems in Lebanon.
It is noteworthy that coalitions involvingnon-Arab countries have
usually lasted longer than purely Arab coalitions. Syria's ties with the
CSSR over the last decade have been far less volatile than her relations
with her Arab neighbors. In contrast to the long·standing,stable Syrian·
Russianrelations, relations between Syria and each of her Arab alliesIraq. fordan, Lebanon, Libya and the PLO-have been charicterized
alwnately by periods of cooperation followed by periods of tension
and e\"enmilitary .confrontation. Similar instability characterized Syria's
relations with Egypt during the 1960s and 1970s.
/

2.2 State Sovereignty

/

/,·/
Unlike actors in intra-state systems, actors in the int_yrnationalarena are
not bounded by the international system's rules o,fihe game. An Arab
country ~hich is not a member in a "winni.ngcoalition" might not
recogn.iZeits "losi1'g status:" its sovereigntycontradicts the basic rules
of the coalitionar~ game. In this conte,{ it is relevant to cite the almost
etemaJ argument regarding the meaning of the term "Arab unity." AJ.
though this concept is accepted throughout the whole Arab world, the
behavior of some countries reflects an insular, pJriotic interpretation
of the term unity (wataniyya), while the behaviorof the other countries
reflects a more integrated interpretation of this concept (quwmiyya). 5
The problem of: sovereignty has an additional aspect. Some of the
Arab countries, because of their sovereign status, can not only avoid
fulfilling the operative decisions of a winning coalition but can also
prevent the adoption of resolutions which they oppose. This means that
some of the countfies enjoy, together with their sovereignstatus, a
libmur, reto in th~ Arab world. Egypt's relations with Israel exemplifies
how SO\·ereigntyand the liberumveto can affect the inter-Arab coalition·
ary game. Until Sadat's visit to Jerusalem, Egypt enjoyed the status of
a state with a right to liberumveto: other Arab countries could not
reach an operative decision regarding their relations with Israel-for
ex.ample,starting a war-without Egypt's prior agreement. After Sadat's
initiative. Egypt lost this position. Indeed, during the Ninth Arab summit
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meeting in Baghdad (November 1978) and the Tenth summit meeting in
Tunis (November 19i9), the other Arab countries reached resolutions
bitterly opposed by Egypt. 6 However, Egypt was still strong enough to
retain, if not the right to exercise her /ibemm veto. ;1t least her ability
to refrain, as a sovereign state, from implementing decisions that were
not to her liking. This found expression in her effons to reach a political
settlement with Israel despite wide Arab opposition to this, policy.
A further example is Jordan, who appears to have enjo)'.ed liberum
veto status over the Palestinian issue until the 1967 war and perhaps
even until the Rabat summit of 1974. This status was lost following the
Rabat resolution, which recognized the PLO as the only legitimate represe~tative of the Palestinian people. Nevertheless, even after:the Rabat
summit, Jordan continued to retaift her sovereignty in deci,ion-making
regarding the Palestinian issue. as expressed by her continued opposition
to the PLO carrying out military operations against Israel ffom Jordan.

tremendously in strength, depending on the criterion used to measure
strength. Saudi Arabia is wealthy but unpopulated; Syria is relatively
strong militarily but poor and has a relatively small population; Morocco
is highly populated but relatively enjoys neither military nor economic
power. A country's location and its leader's involvement in inter-Arab
affairs are also important determinants of strength. Algeria's aspirations
for leadership in the Arab world are to some extent foiled by her distant
location. Libya, under the charismatic leadership of Qadhafi, who is
strongly involved in the inter-Arab system, is a far more important actor ·
than Libya was until 1969 under King Idris. who was very far from
ha\ing similar political aspirations.' These factors cannot be formally
defined, thus leading to further theoretical and practical difficulties in
analyzing winning coalitions.

3. THE POLICY DISTANCESAPPROACH
2.3 The Relatire lmportanct of the Respective
Arab States

As Browne (1973) has shown, the concept of a winning coalition by
1

Analysis of winning coalitions is further complicated by th~ ambiguity
over the measurement of the "importance" of the various Arab states.
Tables I and 11reveal this difficulty. The various Arab countries vary

itself lacks any predi'ctive power. even on the level of parliamentary
relations. This failure inspired effons to improve the theory of coalition
formation through the use of policy (or ideological) distances between
acton. Cnder this approach, all a..:tors are placed on a single and con-
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TABLE U

that took place in Iraq in 1958 and Libya in 1969 can dramatically
..:hangea state's ideology.
In a previous study we demonstrated the relationship between 1he
Arab leaders' behavior and their stands on ideologicalissues(Diskin and
~shal, 1981). Figure I points o~t the distances between Arab countries
in 1978, after Sadat's visit to Jerusalem in 1977, as retleccedin 1he
frequency of meetings between Arab leaders: i.e. kings. presidents. ~rime
ministers, foreign ministers, and defense ministers. The gre:iter the trequency of meetings between the leaders of two Arab countries. the
;mailer the distance between them.
The distances between the Arab countries, as shown by Figure I.
parallels that of the leaders' stand on the Arab-Israeliissue. On the right
;ide of Figure I, we find Egypt, as well as Morocco, Sud.lll.Om.lll. lnd
to a much lesser extent Jordan, which demonstrated feebler opp,.,sition
to Sadat's moves than did the rest of the Arab world. On the left of the'
figure we find Iraq and members of the Arab Front for Steadfast~ess ,
and Confrontation states (Algeria, Libya, Syria), who are known tor their
extreme anti-Israel stand and who demonstrated a clear anti-Egyptian
stand since Sadat's peace initiative.
This evidence ofa relationship between Arab leaders' behavior and
their ideological stand enables us to use the continuum sho,..,nin Fiiure I
to test the applicability of the theories of coalition formation. ;
If positions on the above continuum were constant and could predict
coalition formation, we would be able to constru coalitionarybehavior suffices to disprove this supposition. Egypt, the moderate on the continuum,
was the only country to participate in all the wars againstIsrael. T""ice,
during the Sinai Warof 1956 and the War of Attrition, she had to c:ury the
load alone. Egypt had coalitions with Syria during 1958-1961 and during
the 1973 war. Other countries also participated in coalitionswhich do not
correlate with the continuum-Syria and Iraq in 1975, Syria and Jordan in
1970, and 'Syria and the PLO from 1975 through June 1976. during the
civil war in Lebanon. Thus the concept of policy distancesbetv,een countries is no less difficult to apply to the study of coalitionarypolitks in the
inter -Arab system than is the concept of winningcoalitions.

RankCorrelation Coefficients (Spearman) Correspondingto
Different Measuresof States' Weights

A Popubtion

B. Armed Forces
C. G:-.."P
D. Defense Expenditure
E. Combat Aircraft

A

B

C

1.00

0.89

0.53
0.55

1.00

LOO

p
o:s2
OJ70
O,~l

1.po

E
0.61
0.79
0.68
0.73

1.00

tinuous iJeolol!ical continuum. lu the participants in the coalitionary
game are usually interested in decisions whose utility is a fu~ction of
the ideological distance between them, we might expect coaJ)tionary
partnerships between actors between whom policy distances are small.
The terms range and closed coalition (DeSwaan, 1973) are central to
the idea of distance between actors. The first concept captul'es the
notion that ideological distance between the extreme participants in a
coalition \\ill be minimal. The concept of the closed coalition suggests
that a coalition formed with relatively extreme actors, A and B, will
tend to indude all of the actors in the range between the extremes.
The concept of the closed coalition holds considerable predicti~
power. DeSwaan (1973), in his far-rangingstudy, pointed to ;many
parliamentary coalitions which are not closed. However,a close study
of his tindin2Sshows that almost all of the deviations he cited were a
result of imprecise measurements of the distance between pa~ies. Parliamentary.systems are not necessarily unidimensionalin the ideological
sense, ( Disk.in,1980), a point largely ignored by DeSwaan. ,
Applying the concepts of range and closed coalition to th~ inter-Arab
political system is problematic. The ideological cleavageswhkh divide
the Arab countries are many. The Arab states are divided along a myriad
of different dichotomies; "progressive" versus "reactionary," ero-Western
versus pro-Soviet, militant in ihe Arab-Israelidispute versus "'oderate,
rich versus poor. etc. Furthermore, the political elites may ch,nge their
position: Egypt, for example, changed its international orientation, a
process which was expressed, among other ways, by forcing t?e Soviet
advison to \1lrithdraw in July 1972. Changesof government, sqch as those
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4. THE PIVOTAL PARTYAND THE PERMISSIBLE
COALITION APPROACH

The concepts of the pi110tal
party and the permissiblecoalitionare derived
from the two concepts discussedabove and bear investigatingwith respect
to the inter-Arab political system.
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The notion of tht pivotal party is based on the assumption that co·
alitions must ht 'Ainning and ..closed." It is then possible in any political
system to identify one actor whose participation in the coalition is
certain. \\'hen di5un.:e between actors is described with 1he aid of a unidimensionalcontinuum, this participant will be the one actor without
whom neither th"..: on' the right nor those on the left can obtain a
majority. This theory refers to situations in which the concept of majority is stuightforw.nd. JS for example, in national parliaments. Since the
coalition must sir::ultJ11eously
have a majority and be "closed," this
actor will be the 0nly one in the system whose participation in any
coalition is .:em.in. Amitai Etzioni's study of the Israeli party system
was the tirst stuJy Je3.lingwith this notion. Etzioni (1959) identified the
Mapai parry as .;.:,mmlJldinga pivotal position, which enabled it not
only to p:1rtk1pltein all Israeli cabinet co:llitionsbut also to control
the politi.:alsystem. Lacer work, such as Dominique·Remi's eiamination
of multi-partypoli!kl.l systems in Europe (1975), also ideoofied the
power ofthe pi\"o!llplity.
/
The concept of permissibility is used to explain the s/pP,ort of extreme panicipants for coalitions in which they take no eaft. The idea
underlyingthis concept is that rather than have the coalition win the
support of extremim on the other side of the poHticalspectrum, an
extreme a..:torwould prefer to support a coaliµ'on without actively
participatingin it. DeSwaan(1973) and otf!.efstested the concept of
permissibilityrega.r.:ling
winning coalitions. -Interestinglythis concept
can also explain the operation of non-winning coalitiont The extreme
leftist parties in ltlly, Denmark, Sweden or Finland, for example, will
support even minority .:oalitions in order to avoid the formation of a
majority iJ!lcorpomingthe right-wingpolitical parties.
It is impossibltto speak of a pivotal country and permissibilityin
the Arab world. We have shown that winning coalitions are not part of
the Arab political:eality and that distances between Alab countries are
both difficult to ~3.Sure and devoid of predictive power with respect
to coalitio, formation. ~evertheless, there are Arab states which aim
for a pivotalpomh:>nand often seer.1to attain it by participating in any
such meanillgfulcoalition. behavior similar to that of political parties in
a multi-partysystem.
Until 1967, Eg)pt .:ame closest to attaining a pivotal position in the
system of inter-Arabrelations. Under President Nasser'sleadership.
"progressive''Egypt maintained ties with the "reactionary" countries.
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This enhan.::ed her leadership position and helped to bridge contlicts
among Arab states. It is noteworthy in this context that despite their
militant statements, the other Arab states abstained from war with Israel
until Egypt gave practical support.
·
figure I shows that the large inter-Arab political centet has become
mark;dly divided since Sadat's initiative of November 1977. It is possible
to :mme that Saudi Arabia, the strongest of the "central" countries. has,
since-1977. played the role of the "pivotal" country. The.courting of
Saudi Arabia and other "central" countries by Iraq on the: one hand and
Egypt on the other proves the importance of the pivotal EfSition.' not·
11,ithstandingthe aforementioned difficulties associated wi,h the terms
"winning coalition'' and the "policy distance between cou~tries."
The concept of permissibility also takes on a special ch~racter in the
..:omext of inter-Arab relations. One manifestation of permJssibility is
expressed by the radical states' efforts to stop the central ~oumries from
affiliating with the opposite political extreme. This was especially dear
after Sadat's initiative, when strong countries such as Iraq and Syria
pla~ed themselves on opposite ends of the political distanc~ spectrum.
Another indication of permissibility concerns the formation of small
coalitions which are far from being "winning," at least on the pan-Arab
level. Coalitions in the Persian Gulf, such as the unification of the
smaller Arab Emirates, for example, could not exist without the blessing
of stronger countries which are not actual partners to the £Oalition.
Another example is that of Kuwait, who like her stronger northern
neighbor Iraq, refused to accept UN Resolution 242, despi!e the fact
that Saudi Arabia did not categorically reject it. This sho~ us that
Kuwait's geographical position makes it difficult for her to.join any
meaningful coalitions which stand in direct contradiction to the interests
of either of her neighbors: However, the differences and tensions that
usually characterize relations between Iraq and Saudi Arabia leave Kuwait.
with a manageable coalitionary range.
1
Jordan's persistent refusal to join in the Camp David pepce process,
despite direct and indirect pressure from Egypt, Israel, and; the U.S.,
may also be interpreted in the context of permissibility. F9r Jordan's
neighbors, Iraq and Syria, Jordan's participation in the negotiations
would create an unpermissible coalition.
;
It appears, therefore, that permissibility in the inter-Arab coalitionary
e:ameconcerns not the radicalityof the .. permitting actors,!' as accepted
the classical theory of the permmible coalition, but rather the power
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of the permitting actors and their geographical proximity to the actors
participating in the permissible coalition.
We have also learned that in the Arab world a pivotal .11:torcan be,
at one and the same time, a permitting actor. According to the classical
· theory of distances between p~rties, this is impossible: a pivotal party
must be a central party while a permitting party is, by ddnition, an
extreme party. A possible explanation for this is that the ;:,olitical dis·
tances in an inter-state system, in contrast to an intra-sme system, may
be less significant than the geographical distances between countries,
their power, and their drive towards a position of leadership.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The theory of coalition formation deals with coalitions \\h;>Se3iin is to
recruit participants in order to win control or the distribution of politi·
cal benefits. Such coalitions do not exist in the Arab '-°-rld. R:ither
coalitio11s,
these types of coalitions can be identified: (a) declaratir1
that tend to center on declared pan-Arab objectives apd encompass
most of all of the Arab countries; (b) non-winningcoalitions.which tend
to be small and/or for the short term and tQ-focus around strictly operative objectives; and (c) minimal winningcoJflitionswhich tend to be
"preventive" in nature. The latter coali~
are based not on operational
aims, such as achieving benefits for its participants, but rather on the
prevention of the .allocation of benefits by other polsible coalitions.
Such a type of co!llition may be called a preventiwecoa/inon.•
Decisions of the various Arab summit meetings are ch.u:a.::terizedby
coalitions of the flrst kind. At such summits, decisions \\-ith a mainly
declarative but binding character like decisions regarding re!.Jtions with
Israel or the idea of pan-Arab unity are reached. Examples or operational
coalitions of the s,cond kind include the short-tenn coalition between •
Egypt and Syria on the eve of the 1973 war or the limited .:oalition
among Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm al Qailliain. Ras
al-Khaimah and Fajairah within the framework of the L'nited Arab
Emirates. An exarqple of a coalition of the third type, the -!Tl.inimal
Winning coalition," is the coalition between Saudi Arabia .md the other
countries in the Arab Peninsula and Jordan. This is a weu md informal
coalition aimed, aJong other things, at preventing the formation of a
..Winning coalition" led by radical countries.
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In contrast to intra-state coalitions,coalitions among states~especially
in a multi-state system like the Arab world. are unstable antl fluid.
Among the theoretical explanationsfor this greater instability we have
cited constantly changing number of actors who are candidates for the
coalitionary game and the capability,.as well as the will. of-states to
force coalitionary decisionson losingstates which are limit!d by the
sovereigntyof the latter. Moreover,the usefulnessof coaliti'ontheory in
the context of the Arab world is severelylimited by the prt>blemsof
assigningappropriate "weights" to variousstates as coalitionary actors.
As the respectivestrengths of the variousstates fluctuate. t~e formation
and maintenance of coalitions is hampered.
The policy distances between countries are also complextand fluid,
and thus not given to definitiveanal}'sis.The influence of changing
interests is sometimes greater than the influenceof id,wlogi~alcleavages.
These cleavagesfrequently have no clear justification. Furthermore, the
stal;Mlttyof coalitions once they have been formed, is dependent on the
indivi.9ualpolitical elites which may themselvesbe unstable, and whose
a<'otivationson the internationalscene may in any case change. The
ambition to lead-on an internationalscale-whether it is realized through
1he idea of holding a "pivotal" position or in another way, is hard to
define in formal terms. The same is true regardingthe 3pplicabilityof
the ter.mpermissibilityin the internationalarena.
It seems that the influenceof these variableson the fluidity and insta·
bility of the coalitionary relationsin the Arab world is even;greater than
/ in other multi-state systems. It is enough to mention in this jcontext the
difference between inter-Arabcoalitions and coalitions such as NATO,
the WarsawPact, the EEC,or even OPEC.
·
Severalof the characteristicsthat account for the fluidity:of the interArab coalitionary game may be cited. Becausethe Arab states have been
independent less than sixty years. no institutionalizedtradition of interstate ties exists. This in itself may be sufficient to explain the instability
in the coalitionary game. The ideologicalcontrasts among tht different
Arab regimesand the radicalchangesthey periodicallyundergo may
constitute an additional reason for this instability.
Another factor tending to increasethe instability of inter-y\rab coalitions is the traditional dominanceof small elites. generallynqt exposed
to heavy pressuresof public opinion regardingforeignpolicy issues.
Thusthe rulling elites were quite free in their managemento( foreign
policy leavingthem free to maneuver.

Changesin the circumstancesand conditions in which the inter-Arab
coalitions operate represent another element which tends to increase
their instability. Relationswith Israel•.the outcome of a particular war,
tluctuations in the price of oil. .:hangesin the position and power of the
PLO. developmentsin neighboringcountries such as Afghanistan or Iran.
and the changingin,·olvementof the super powers in the area-all these
constitute factors whose influenceon the inter-Arab coalitionary game
can hardly be forecasted.
Nonetheless.the fact that the inter-Arabcoalitionary aims cannot be
accurately defined in operath·e terms of utilities distribution, does not
mean that we ha,·e 10 regard the inter-Arabcoalitionary game as an end
by itself. Coalition formation in the Arab world can be analyzed through
Jhe use of analytkal concepts includingthe notions of preventive coali·
lion, permissible.:o;ilition,and the pivotal country.
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NOTES
1. See, for instance, Y:ii.rEvron and Yucov Bar Simantov (l 97S); Gabriel Ben-Dor
(1976)and Leonard Binder (19S8).
2. On the involVffllentof ~orocco, Libya,and Algeria in the Spanish Sahara, see
MichaelC. Hudson 11977).
3. For more details, s.eeKissinger(1979).
4. For futher d~taib. see Shawn and Ta.nter(1978).
S. For more on th~ mms. see Sati' al-Hum (19SS). For a detailed analysis, see
SylviaG. Haim Ui9S8).
6. On the specificresolutionsof the ninth Arab summit conference, see Tishrin
(1978). On the resolutions of the tenth summit conference, see Tishrin (19 79)
and the Journalof P.;1,srintStuditi {1980, pp. l 78-80).
1. On Qadhafi's lea~rship and policy, see, inctr a/ill, Sheehan (1912) and Hudson
(1977, pp. 321-!S).
8. We prefer to use th~ rum prel·entitiH coalitiom rather than blocking coalitionJ
since the latter is usu.111)·
related to SOpercent coalitions (DeSwaan, l 973).
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